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 REVOLUTION 
TIME Successfully blending classic style with 

new technology takes vision and skill. The 
MG LE50 sets the highest of standards.

WORDS BY GARY STRETTON, ADAM SLOMAN AND PHOTOGRAPHY BY GEZ HUGHES
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 REVOLUTION 
TIME

 Tinkering with icons and 
national treasures muddies 
still waters, creating a void 
between the faithful old 

guard and an independent breed of 
thinkers who want the best of two 
worlds. Style, individuality, reliability, 
performance and fuel economy. 
What’s not to like? 

Creating a brand new 160mph 
supercar you’re able to shop with – 
I’m talking Oxford to Paris the same 
day – married to the effortless style 
of a deseamed and lithe 60’s MGB 
GT should rightly cause a stir. Enter 
the LE50, a handmade, Abingdon-
built Porsche 911 arse-kicker, no 
less. And about time too. We need 
the LE50’s confidence, even if you’d 
never admit it at the next noggin ‘n’ 
natter in your local pub.

Rather than sit tight and see how 
it might turn out, as most have 
done, CM has championed the MG 
LE50 based on its superb concept, 
the sheer vision of its creators, 
Frontline Developments and their 
renowned engineering prowess 
with classic MGs. We never saw the 
LE50 as simply a mere engine and 
heated seats swap. It’s what you 
don’t see that makes the LE50 so 
special – the delight is in the details.

Having followed the LE50’s build 
with two world exclusives already 
and hosted its official unveiling on 
our stand at the FJ Classic Motor 
Show, you’d be expecting us to wax 
lyrical about the LE50. In order to 
bring our objectivity and experience 
of MGBs to the party, I drove to 
Frontline’s HQ in our recently 
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Catch me if you can. We love Project 
MGB, but the LE50 is in another 
stratosphere altogether.

£5000 stereo, air-con, electric windows, central 
locking, heated seats and glass. At your 
fingertips. Gearchanges are precise and easy.

A familiar sight 
with a twist. 

Bespoke Smiths 
instruments.

Poised handling has been  
refined further since we 

road-tested the car.

finished 1979 Project MGB car. It’s 
as sorted as can be expected after 
almost a year’s worth of restoration. 
It would act as our barometer. In 
addition, I asked regular contributor, 
and lifelong MGB fan and owner, 
Adam Sloman to give us his verdict.

Adam’s verdict
The MG BGT holds many fond 
childhood memories for me. My 
first automotive love, as it were. It’s 
a car that led to a deep affection 
for the MG marque in general. 

Growing up, my father’s BGT felt 
like the fastest thing on four 
wheels, so when faced with the 
LE50 I felt mixed emotions. 
Would it leave me feeling my BGT 
wasn’t as good as it once was? 

 With smoothed-off seams, 
chrome grille and front valance 
spoiler, it takes the gorgeous lines 
of the original and refines them. 

Inside, it’s obvious how special 
this car is, with leather, Alcantara 
and plush, Wilton carpets. The 
speedo and tacho retain the original 
Smiths look, yet are bespoke items, 
created for the LE50. Air 
conditioning, electric windows, 
heated seats and remote central 
locking are the kind of things you’d 
expect to find on a modern 
sportscar, yet they’re all here. The 
centrepiece has to be the £5,000 
stereo. It apes the look of ‘60s 
items, but is utterly modern, with 
stunning quality and clarity. I was 
struck by how spacious the LE50 
seemed in comparison to my own 
GT. Be it the use of more modern 
materials, or the lack of a rear seat, 
there seems to be more room in the 
LE50 and the quality of the 
craftsmanship and engineering on 
show is stunning.

On start-up its immediately 
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DID YOU KNOW?
The LE50 has a bespoke 5-link rear suspension 
system to cope with the performance on tap.

Creating a 160mph supercar within the confines of a 
classic design, the LE50 has set the benchmark

High output, efficient Revotec cooling fan 
mounted on their bespoke radiator bracket.

With room to spare. Installation of the new Mazda engine is exemplary.

Creating a 160mph supercar within the confines of a 

The clean lines conceal handling, 
comfort and performance levels 
unheard of in any variant of the MGB. 
It’s a revolution of stealth design.

The 50 limited edition LE50’s will commemorate 
50 years of the MGB, 1962-2012.

The six-speed gearbox is both slick 
and smooth, making the LE50 as 
easy to drive as a modern 
hatchback. It’s not lacking in 
character, though, since Frontline 
have been careful not to dumb the 
car down with electronic nannying. 
The steering feels a little light and 
could perhaps be better weighted 
in the dead-ahead position – 
something Tim has noted, too. The 
adjustable suspension on the LE is 
bespoke, and the results are 
excellent, creating a car that 
encourages you to push on through 
bends, inspiring confidence in it as 
you progress. The LE’s brakes have 
also been subject to significant 
attention, meaning the car stops as 
assuredly as it goes. 

apparent there is something other 
than a B-series under the bonnet. 
As someone who adores the sound 
of the B, it comes as a shock, but 
the new soundtrack is a good one, 
thankfully. While the engine may be 
of 2012 vintage, the tune is straight 
out of the ‘60s, Frontline’s choice of 
exhaust system means it’s entirely in 
keeping with the car’s look and feel. 

The performance is breathtaking. 
There’s a real duality to the LE50’s 
engine, a duality that the B-series 
could never hope to match. While 
the B-series builds up a head of 
steam, the LE50 offers instant, 
on-demand power, making it 
eminently driveable, as happy 
through town as it is across a 
winding section of B-road. 
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The LE50 takes all the ingredients 
that made me fall for my BGT and 
brings them into the 21st Century, 
yet somehow it retains the same 
feel. It’s an intoxicating package – 
the more time you spend with it, 
the more it reveals. The LE50 hasn’t 
dampened my affection for my 
BGT, merely reaffirmed it.

Gary’s verdict
Low-slung with a purposeful stance, 
the LE50’s styling makes you look 
twice, even if the subtleties reveal 
themselves slowly. Being so easy on 
the eye is all part of the concept. It’s 
not trying to be brash – it’s Bruce 
Wayne keeping a lid on the Batcave 
and its wonders.

The handmade aluminium framed 
driver’s seat has additional lower 
back support to allow Frontline’s 
Tim Fenna to road test in comfort. It 
suits my frame, too and is far more 
supportive than MGB seats of old. 
The Alcantara leather helpfully limits 
driver slide.

Ignition key on, then press the 
button starter – the twin-cam 
Mazda 2.0 engine awakens as if 
power napping and idles steadily. 
The clutch is light and finding first is 
a hot poker through soft snow. The 
original four-speed synchro box is a 

It’s an intoxicating package – the more time you 
spend with the LE50, the more it reveals

Resited battery keeps the low 
frequency sound modulator 

(sub-woofer) company. 

Chin spoiler valance helps keep the front end down. Air ducts cool the brakes.

The future’s so bright... you’ll need to 
wear shades due a lack of sun visors. 
Frontline are rightly proud of the LE50’s 
Alcantara headlining and don’t want to 
spoil it unnecessarily with visors.

bus stop away between 
gearchanges by comparison. 
Reverse gear is uncomplicated and 
obvious in its 10 o’clock home.

Easing away I quickly step up the 
pace to put some distance between 
the car and the bend our car park is 
accessed from. Snick - second, 
snick, third, snick fourth. This is so 
easy. By now my focus is on the 
light electric steering and it’s 
over-responsive twitchiness. I 
remind myself I’ve just driven 70 
unassisted miles in our MGB.

Accelerate again and there’s 
torque aplenty to snick into fifth 
and sixth gears without fuss. A few 
minutes in and the steering is now 
steadily familiar. Modern wide tyres 
and negative camber on the front 
wheels amplify the sensitivity of the 
steering so it needs less input. It 
offers plenty of feedback, 
thankfully, and so inspires 
confidence to press on and take 
cambered B-road bends without 
blinking. Cruising on a long uphill 
straight in fifth, then dropping to 
third to take a left hand bend on 
the 50 speed limit without losing 
momentum has me shouting at the 
hand-sewn Alcantara dashboard 
something about classics made easy 
for those who want to eat miles 
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without indigestion. But will it stop 
when I want it to? The Frontline-
developed billet alloy four-piston 
front brakes cope rapidly with high 
speeds and changes in direction. I 
reckoned at least forty feet later 
braking when reaching a sharp 
bend at 40mph compared to our 
MGB and its new brakes. 

The bespoke exhaust note 
remains distinctly classic and is 
muted by lots of Dynamat and 
Dynaliner insulation throughout the 
new BMH bodyshell. The airiness of 
the interior, helped by the crisp lines 
of the trimmed transmission tunnel, 
make for a cossetted interior. 

Creating a supercar within the 
confines of classic design, the LE50 
sets the benchmark for such cars. 
This makes it special, but vitally, it 
will inspire MGB ownership among 
those who want a supercar GT with 
substance and easy ownership.

Full details of the MG LE50 at 
www.frontlinedevelopments.com

DID YOU KNOW?
The LE50 is available in three colours Sage Green, 
Old English White and Gunmetal Grey.

■  ENGINE 2012 2.0 Mazda 
4cyl, DOHC, all aluminium.

■  POWER 212bhp approx
■  TORQUE 175bhp approx
■  TRANSMISSION 2012 

Mazda 6-speed, aluminium, 
manual gearbox. Limited 
slip-diff (optional).

■  SUSPENSION All bespoke. 
Front: Aluminium uprights, 
adjustable dampers. Rear: 
Five-link multi. Adjustable 
coil-over dampers.

■  BRAKES Front: 4-piston 
alloy calipers, vented discs. 
Rear: drums. Servo-assisted.

■  STEERING Quick-rack or 
electric assisted. Both optional.

■  FEATURES Xenon 
headlights. Electric windows. 
Integrated premium ‘JL Audio’ 
stereo with iPod connectivity. 
Rear heated screen. 

■  OPTIONS Heated seats and 
windscreen. Remote central 
locking. DAB digital radio with 
Bluetooth. Air conditioning.

TECH SPEC

MG LE50

No badging, no external 
shouts to suggest it’s an 
LE50. This is how 
confidence declares itself.

Feel the headlining. Alcantara for when you go horizontal…

Traditional BGT owners will spot the luggage strap retainers.

The airy interior is quiet, comfortable 
and ready for fast international GT 
road trips for two. 
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